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MyFlightFBOÔ Will Offer Software Package Compatible to Avfuel Network Card
Program
ORLANDO – Nov. 1, 2016 – MyFlightSolutions™ (myflightsolutions.com) today announced an agreement with Avfuel
Corporation to offer Avfuel’s global network of more than 600 fixed base operators (FBOs) a software package that will be
integrated with Avfuel’s card processing program. MyFlightSolutions’ FBO management software—MyFlightFBO™—
provides world-class point-of-sale (POS) functionality and fuel management features, which will enable FBOs to process
Avfuel’s retail and contract fuel cards, along with its AVTRIP pilot loyalty program.
“The addition of MyFlightFBO means more choices for our branded network,” said William Light, Avfuel’s vice president of
administration. “We’re dedicated to offering complete solutions, understanding each FBO’s operations are unique. We can
better support them by ensuring the right solutions are available to them, and adding MyFlightFBO to our portfolio of
available platforms furthers this endeavor.”
“The agreement will give Avfuel’s 600+ FBOs access to MyFlightFBO,” said Jack Garzella, CEO of MyFlightSolutions, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Flying Software Labs, Inc. “The net result is improved efficiencies through highly efficient fuel and
business management capabilities integrated with Avfuel transactions and related network functions.”
Offering an enhanced version of MyFlightFBO will allow Avfuel partner FBOs to manage complete customer arrival and
dispatch workflow. The software will also offer complete fuel farm and fuel truck management capabilities, and a robust
point-of-sale tracking and billing system. Among many other benefits, it integrates easily with most commonly used
accounting software and business applications, and offers mobile device access and native mobile applications for line staff.
The software also allows FBOs to easily add the realigned maintenance, charter and training modules in the
MyFlightSolutions suite.
For more information about MyFlightSolutions, visit myflightsolutions.com, call 1-801-694-0242 or email
sales@myflightsolutions. MyFlightSolutions will demonstrate its complete suite of software solutions, including
TM
MyFlightFBO®, MyFlightCharter , MyFlightMX ShopÔ, MyFlightTrain® and MyFlightCoPilot™ at NBAA’s Business Aviation
Convention & Exhibition (booth 4686). #NBAA16 attendees can find Avfuel at booth 2207.
About MyFlightSolutions
MyFlightSolutions™ is a fast-growing Salt Lake City, Utah-based aviation technology company that develops software
applications for the business and general aviation industry. Founded in 2011, MyFlightSolutions was named one of the “20
Most Promising Solution Providers 2016" in the Aerospace Industry by CIOReview magazine. Wholly owned by Flying
Software Labs, Inc., MyFlightSolutions is a comprehensive suite of aviation business software modules comprised of
TM
MyFlightFBO®, MyFlightCharter , MyFlightMX ShopÔ, MyFlightTrain® and MyFlightCoPilot™. The product suite provides
clients powerful, easy-to-use web-based systems to manage aviation-related activities, offering a offer a fresh, modern
platform for clients managing fixed-base operators (FBOs), Charter Operators, Maintenance Shops and aviation flight
schools and more aviation-related products. On December 31, 2016, MyFlightSolutions will merge Vessix Inc. into the
company and continue doing business as MyFlightSolutions.
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